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I want to find out a good way to detect the linebreaks? A: As @Obscure said in the comment, the \r and \r both represent the
same character sequence, it's just that the Unicode form is the same only for the new lines. You can try to check if you can read

both by reading the file line by line and checking if the second line is different from the first one. Here is a way to do it:
#!/usr/bin/env python3 from StringIO import StringIO import sys contents = open("x.txt", "r", encoding="latin1").read()

line_num = 1 line = contents[:contents.index(" ")] print(f"{line_num}: {line}") if line_num > 1: line =
contents[contents.index("\r "):] print(f"{line_num}: {line}") By calling: ./encode_check.py x.txt If the contents of x.txt are:

before: this is line 1. this is line 2. after: The output will be 1: this is line 1. 2: this is line 2. 1: this is line 1. 2: this is line 2. This
question is similar to Detect number of lines in text file An internet-based reinforcement learning framework for connected

robotic vehicles. This paper presents a novel reinforcement learning model for connected vehicle dynamics to accomplish safe
and efficient path planning for a robotic system which uses any type of energy-harvesting device. This agent has to consider and
predict the future energy availability of other vehicles or pedestrians, hence, it uses an internet-based platform (INB platform)
to provide a comprehensive environment for its learning process. The agent is implemented with a deep reinforcement learning

model and a control strategy is proposed to deal with the energy harvesting problem. The INB platform is also proposed and
implemented for providing a multi-agent environment by employing the proposed model for learning. The effectiveness of this

model is evaluated by using an on-road experiment and a car-following experiment. An experimental study is performed in
which the proposed model achieves significantly better performance than the comparative model.// Copyright (C) 2013 The
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